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Even if your pool is just a few years old, you 
might be surprised at how many new ideas and 
technologies there are now available to improve 
the experience of running and enjoying your own 
swimming pool.

Your pool is an important part of your lifestyle and  
we are sure that you value the contribution it makes to 
the health and the leisure time of you, your family and 
your friends. 

Wouldn’t it be even better if you could keep 
all those benefits but spend a bit less of your time, 
perhaps even a bit less money, on maintaining and 
running your pool?

To help you achieve that, we have put together a range 
of exciting new ways to reduce running costs and 
make your pool more environmentally friendly.

We’ve included some ways of bringing the ‘look’ of 
your pool up to date or just to make it more fun.

Everything in this collection can be fitted to your 
existing pool with minimal disruption and we are sure 
that each and every one of them will help improve the 
experience of owning your pool.
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Pool Covers.
DEL pool covers keep your pool safe and secure as 
well as helping to cut running costs.  
Their automatic slatted covers are a ‘push-button’ 
cover that will retain heat and make your pool safer 
plus, they can be solar powered.

If you already have a slatted cover, perhaps the slats 
need upgrading or replacing? DEL replacement slats 
are suitable for most automatic pool cover systems.

Slats are available in white, beige, blue and grey or 
there is a solar option to improve solar gain and save 
energy costs.

MultiCyclone.
A MultiCyclone unit works as a pre‑filter between the 
pump and the main filter. 

It requires no power and has no moving parts but 
generates a centrifugal current inside the unit that 
spins out and traps particles before they can reach the 
sand filter.

A MultiCyclone can save you energy as you have to 
run the pump less and, as the sand filter has to be 
backwashed much less often, it can also save you as 
much as 7,000 litres of water a year while also helping 
cut your chemical bill.
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Helping to save you money.

LED Lighting.
LED lighting is the most energy efficient lighting  
option available.

Spectravision lights can also be digitally controlled to 
produce an amazing range of mood‑lighting effects 
that will transform the look and atmosphere of your 
pool at night.

Heat Pumps.
A heat pump is one of the most efficient options 
available for heating your pool water.

DURA heat pumps actually multiply the amount of heat 
that can be produced from each kWh of electricity by 
drawing warmth from the air to put into your pool.

Water Treatment.
One of the most cost effective and environmentally 
friendly water treatment systems available today, the 
Triogen TR2 uses ultraviolet light to kill 99% of water 
borne organisms and reduce the need for chlorine.

Triogen UV water treatment is becoming increasingly 
popular and pool owners with indoor or covered pools 
in particular will enjoy the absence of any chlorine 
smells in their poolroom’s air.
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Automatic Pool Cleaners.
Would you believe that cleaning your pool could be 
easy? In fact, it can even be fun.

Suction cleaners are easy and efficient to use, electric 
powered cleaners will almost do the job for you and 
we have a Dolphin model that will clean the entire pool 
and even climb the walls to scrub the waterline.

Automatic Chemical Dosing.
A complete package of equipment provides simple 
and reliable dosing and control for chlorine or pH.

Maintaining water quality is the most important  
aspect of looking after your pool and it takes  
regular time and effort. By automating the process  
the water management of your pool becomes  
efficient and effortless.

Etatron offer equipment packages to suit a range of 
pool sizes and budgets all of which provide simple and 
reliable dosing and control for chlorine or pH.
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Feeling great. Looking good.

Counter Current Units.
Boost your fun and exercise regime with a BADUJet 
counter current unit. Counter current units not only 
make a smaller pool more suitable for swimmers, they 
also offer bathers the option of a relaxing massage 
after a vigorous workout.

Coping Stones and Paving.
Replacing the paving around your pool can 
dramatically update its whole appearance.  
Senlac Stone not only offers you a range of safe and 
textured surfaces to choose from but also, uniquely, 
gives you the opportunity to replace the pool coping 
with exactly the same material to give your pool a 
modern, seamless look.

Talk To Us.
Whether you have owned your pool for just a few  
years or whether it feels like it has been a part of your 
life as long as you can remember, the products we 
have put together in this brochure will help you enjoy  
it even more.

Talk to us about how you would like to improve your 
pool, and we can suggest which product, or group 
of products, will help you achieve that. Your pool 
represents a big investment. We just want to help you 
get the most out of it.
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